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why is it that a book can be published with such success and yet fail to become a bestseller? is it the quality of the writing, the
intriguing plot, or the not-so-good marketing? tess gerritsen ice cold a rizzoli amp isles novel is a stunning book. it has an interesting

plot, a diverse setting, and a very well-written book. there is an array of characters that are well-defined and realistic. the story is well-
presented, and it is full of suspense. i believe it would be a great book to read. i received a complimentary copy of ice cold to read for

review. i was not compensated for this review. i am an amazon affiliate, and receive a small commission for any purchases made
through my amazon links. i highly recommend this book. it is a great read. i enjoy it when the author does not give away all the

answers at the beginning of the book. i enjoy reading about the character's lives. it is a fast-paced book that moves at a fast pace and
gives you more than what you expected. tess gerritsen ice cold brings many characters together. i like that she did not always provide
the usual suspects to solve a crime. this is a unique way to tell the story. the story is well-written and kept my attention throughout the

book. i recommend this book to anyone who enjoys a good read and enjoys crime fiction. a new york times bestselling author, tess
gerritsen brings us the riveting story of jane rizzoli and dr. maura isles, two boston homicide detectives who work together to solve
complex cases. they are out to capture the killer known as the iceman and find the reason why his victims were all hanging upside

down, their bodies still attached to meat hooks.rizzoli and isles are the best of friends and work well together. they have been through
a lot, but they are strong women with a lot of professional and personal baggage. the two ladies fight against the odds to solve the

murder case of a young man whose body was found hanging upside down and they get some help from one of the victim's friends. the
case becomes more challenging as both the victim and the victim's friend are killed.the novel features a high body count and has a

twist in the end. the plot is thick and the characters are full of emotions and deeply connected to each other.
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rizzoli & isles is the new york times bestselling series that inspired the hit tnt television show. jane rizzoli and maura isles are boston's
best crime-fighting duo, but when their partner and friend, dr. isles, is diagnosed with a rare and aggressive form of cancer, she steps
back and lets rizzoli take the lead. but when an old case reopens, rizzoli is forced to confront her own demons as she investigates a

cold case from her past. since the #1 new york times bestseller the surgeon, tess gerritsen has written more than twenty bestsellers,
including the silent girl (originally published as the book of evidence), the rizzoli & isles novels, the apprentice, bloodstream, vanish, the
keeper, the bone garden, the mephisto club, the silent girl, die again, and the midnight line. her books have been translated into thirty-
six languages, and more than thirty million copies have been sold around the world. she lives in maine. international bestselling author
tess gerritsen took an unusual route to a writing career: it wasnt until she was on maternity leave from her job as a physician that she
began to write. since then, shes written twenty-eight suspense novels, with more than thirty million copies sold. her books have been
translated into forty languages, and her series featuring homicide detective jane rizzoli and medical examiner maura isles inspired the

hit tnt television series rizzoli & isles, starring angie harmon and sasha alexander. gerritsen now writes full-time and lives in maine. tess
gerritsen, who was raised on an apple farm in california, attended stanford university and the university of california, san francisco,
where she received her m.d. and an m.p.h. gerritsen has written many best-selling novels, including the maura isles series, which

features the medical examiner and the title character of gerritsens first book, harvest, published in 1996. in 2010, the number one new
york times bestseller, the sinner, was released in paperback. it is the third book in the series, and it was followed in 2013 by the

paperback release of the bone garden, which was also a new york times bestseller. in 2014, she released the paperback editions of the
keepsake and playing with fire, both of which also reached new york times bestseller lists. in 2015, she released the paperback editions

of the silent girl and last to die. gerritsen has won numerous awards, including the agatha award and the international thriller writers
award for best first novel, as well as the romantic times career achievement award for mystery. 5ec8ef588b
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